JOB NAME: ZHRSM20P
DESCRIPTION: Certificate Of Effort Report
(Employee on Grants Report)
JS05 UP63 Create reports for employees on grants

JCLSKEL: JM20
FREQUENCY: RUN IMMEDIATELY AFTER THE PROFESSIONAL PAYROLL
SEQUENCE: 1st of post Prof calc Monthlies
SPEC CARD: SPECUP63 available at LRSB screen of M20

CHANGES: substitution code
E/R: E = earned; R = reported
HR: Y = print hourly; N = don't print
PERCENT: Y = print percentages; N = don't print
ORGS: CCSNSNC

CHANGES REQUIRED: 
RMM: Report month. Ex: 11

RECOVERY: Re-run

OUTPUT: DISTRIBUTION
JOB STEP - JS05 CSN GRANTS AND CONTRACTS
RPT NAME - Employees on Grants FINGCCSN
REPORT NUMBER – none /FIN/CCSN/MONTHLY/EFFORT.RPT

JOB STEP - JS05 NSC GRANTS AND CONTRACTS
RPT NAME - Employees on Grants FINGNSC
REPORT NUMBER – none /FIN/NSC/MONTHLY/EFFORT.RPT

SPECIAL INSTRUCTIONS: NONE